The cover picture was submitted by Paul Spalding and was taken in Cumbria.
Mike Roberts did the cover picture editing and graphical work.

My Honda Deauville at Bouchoir Cemetery, My great uncle was killed
11/08/1918 in the battle of Amiens and buried in Bouchoir Cemetery near
Amiens. I put a wreath on his grave to mark the centenary of his death.
Fortunately 11/08/2018 was a Saturday

Alex Workman
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Paul Spalding
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Tony Chyc
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next Issue
Closing date for copy – Friday after club night. Send via e-mail or on a USB
memory stick (which will be returned) or even hand-written, not a problem. The
Editor reserves the right to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.

WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
SAM is a registered Charity ~ No. 1067800
All Official Correspondence to:

The Secretary, Les Steggles,
1 Apple Grove Wetherden, Suffolk IP14 3RB
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September’s chat
A very warm welcome to the September edition of the SAM Observer magazine,
this being my first chat since being elected at the Extraordinary General Meeting,
(EGA) in July 2018.
I'd like to reiterate the comments made by Les at the last meeting the EGA, on
behalf of the whole group, my thanks and appreciation, to Steve for the hard
work and effort he has put into the smooth running of group over the past three
and half years. He has left me, with a strong committee in moving the club
forward. I am only now realising what a 'very large pair of boots to fill' which I'll
do to the best of my ability.
Les has arranged for donations to be made which was published in last month’s
magazine, for a gift for Steve to be presented to him in the very near future.
I would also like to take the opportunity and thank Martin Drury who has stepped
into the breach of Vice Chairman.
So who is our new Chairman I hear you ask? And what connection does he have
with SAM? Well, I purchased my Skills for Life and joined the group in the
autumn of 2014 passing my test with Tony Chyc’s assistance, having decided to
give Ride Coordinating and leading a go qualifying in June 2015. Then I went to
give the Observing training a go, I went along to an assessment day, qualifying in
April 2016.

Cheers

Richard Ockelton
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COMMUNICATIONS ROLE
Can you help? SAM has a new Committee role that needs someone who is IT
literate. With the recent legislation of GDPR and the need to communicate with
members via email, SAM is looking for a member to be responsible for the
sending of bulk emails to existing members. These emails are usually reminders
of upcoming events, or requests for assistance at shows etc. The person would
need to be familiar with MailMerge, and have use of Outlook, Word, Excel, etc.
Alternative software with similar facilities could be used.
If you are interested please speak to Mike Roberts or one of our other Committee
members and we will discuss the role with you.

Associate Only Ride
This year an 'Associates Only' ride has been planned for Sunday 16th December
2018 meeting at Beacon hill services for a 09:30 briefing. There will be an in
depth briefing on how to mark junctions and ride within a group just in case you
have not done this before.
The ride will be heading to Bressingham Garden Centre, Diss, Norfolk. The ride
is for breakfast only and a coffee stop at Beacon Hill upon your return.
This ride is to encourage both new and old associates to join in a group ride
which will run at a leisurely pace. There will be no pressure to keep up and no
one will be watching your riding. The route will consist of A and B roads,
nothing too complicated but it will give you an opportunity to practice your skills
learnt during your observed rides and the chance to meet other associates.
The ride will be guided by members of the ride leader team so no need to worry
about how to get there and back.
You will need to book your place before the event so we can ensure we have
enough ride leaders to escort you round so email Sara Hale
karlsarahale@btinternet.com to confirm.
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New Associate Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members:

Jo Kelleway Graham Fowler Stephen Winlow
Tony Clack Mark Kenny
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next Issue

IAM Test Passes
Congratulations to the members who have passed their
Advanced test this month.
Kerry Briggs, retest with a F1rst his Observer was Derek Barker
Joe Swallow, Young rider, his Observer was Paul Ballard
Mike Roberts passed his Masters test (Distinction)
Derek Barker passed his Masters test (Distinction)
When you pass your advanced test please let
Derek Baker or Susan Smith know.
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SAM Theory Evenings
As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly after Group Nights,
SAM holds its monthly Theory Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list
of important rider skills these nights are an informal evening of facts and lively
banter all aimed at improving your ride based on the
information in the Advanced Rider Course Logbook.
Each session covers one of the four main topic areas;
Overtaking
Cornering

Planning & Positioning
Gears & Acceleration

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the course, these
evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on
their theory and add their experiences and questions to the session.
The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves time
on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an opportunity to
discuss any issues you may have generally on your Advanced Rider Course.

Derek Barker
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Manning the National
Road Rally checkpoint
at Bury St Edmunds
SAM was invited by the ACU to help operate the Bury St Edmunds checkpoint
for the annual National Road Rally. This was to take place from 11am on
Saturday 7th of July running the full 24 hours into the Sunday. Pete Edwards
was co-ordinating the volunteers on behalf of SAM’s.
In the event it was realised that the Bury St Edmunds check point (the truck stop
just off the A14) had been reduced from the previous 24 hour status, and was
only to be open until 11pm that evening. This allowed The two volunteers for
the night shift to be stood down. That just left Pete myself and my wife Coral to
cover the day shift! Pete helped set up the position in readiness for the 11am
opening of the checkpoints and stayed for the first few hours. Coral stayed until
late afternoon, and I covered the rest of the day on my own.
I took my motorcaravan so I had somewhere to sit in comfort, and make tea of
course. (The truck stop cafe closed at midday). The weather was gorgeous so
out came the sun awning and I settled down on my chair and table, stamp, rule
book and with a visor cleaning bucket and soap.
The object of the rally is for the participants to plan a route between a number of
check points in order to cover a certain number of miles. There are a number of
different levels within the rally. One is to cover 240 miles in 12 hours. You can
chose to do these miles during the daylight hours, or overnight. The level for
really serious participants is 540 miles over the full 24 hours.
The organisers have carefully planned the rally to account for the fact that it
takes place on public roads. Accordingly they have introduced various
safeguards into the rules. This is done to ensure peoples competitive nature
doesn’t get the better of them! The checkpoints are equally distributed across the
country. Participants have to prove to the organisers that they have taken proper
breaks throughout the day. Each checkpoint is issued with an official stamp to
use on the participants rally card and the time of arrival is entered to discourage
speeding and risk taking.
The format of the rally is that a few days before the Rally start, participants are
given a the rally map of the UK onto which many check points are shown (from
memory 40 plus locations). Five or six of the checkpoints are classed as “major”
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points, and are the start and finish points for the 24 hour participants. The
nearest major check point to us in East Anglia was Wisbech. The 12 hour riders
could start and finish at any of the manned checkpoints.
The checkpoints are joined together with straight lines so the map looks
something like a spiders web. There is an official mileage shown between each
check point printed on the map and none are more than 30 miles apart. This
figure is the official mileage and is used to register the mileage covered (and not
the actual mileage the bike has done). Riders can only transit “along the line“ to
the next checkpoint. If they fail to do that and miss a checkpoint – it’s an
immediate disqualification. For example at Bury St Edmunds the riders could
only approach us from the Ipswich checkpoint, or the Thetford checkpoint. If
they came in from another that was the end of their Rally!
This became an issue for one chap. He was elderly chap (my age), aboard a
well-used Suzuki GSXR1000 with all the gear including MOTO GP style race
exhaust, well-scrubbed tyres and radar and laser detectors tucked away under the
fairing. He was using a GPS to navigate with. He arrived accompanied by lots
of noise and lots of revs – and duly presented me with his rally card.
I duly stamped it with my BURY ST EDMUNDS stamp. “What” he exclaimed
“this is supposed to be Ipswich”! “Sorry mate we are definitely in B St Ed”. He
checked his GPS. He had entered the wrong details in his GPS, swopping the two
locations details! He hadn’t been in this area before and he was so head down
bum up he hadn’t noticed the signs, and simply followed his GPS. So, two
checkpoints into his rally and he was disqualified already (he had ridden over 50
miles from Harwich, bypassing Ipswich completely). He was last heard
screaming up onto the A14 heading back to Ipswich – hoping they will stamp his
card for him, to bring him back in line!
Most of the other 50 or so riders who came through the checkpoint were a little
more careful. Some had written their checkpoints in pencil on their rally cards so
we just had to stamp each one. Some used GPS others were using maps tapped
to their tanks or the pillion acting as navigators. Some were first timers but quite
a number had taken part before.
No one seemed in a rush. Most removed their helmets and had a chat. We had
the whole range of characters, male and female, old and young. Their bikes were
equally disparate, ranging from fully equipped BMW GS through to Lambrettas,
sports bikes and a couple of old Norton Commandos.
One old chap turned up on a 650 Suzuki supa scoot. He had all the bike gear,
helmet, gloves, textile jacket and trousers, but was wearing comfortable Loafers
instead of boots. He told me he was nearly 90 years old, couldn’t get his leg over
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a bike hence the step thro’ and his feet couldn’t take boots anymore! He also
proudly showed me his special ACU medallion warded to him last year, on the
occasion of him completing his 45th consecutive NRR!
Every one of them said thank you to us. Many adding that if we weren’t there –
the Rally couldn’t take place.
It got a lot quieter in the evening, (apart from the refrigerated lorries that were
left running all day) but my boredom was alleviated by the antics of the Bury St
Edmunds Gary boys and a few Garyettes with their lowered (read cut short
springs) VW Polos and the like. A least the local tyre suppliers must be doing
well!
All in all I thoroughly enjoyed the day. The weather was cracking and I met a lot
of fellow bikers. I would certainly be up for doing it again next year. In fact I
might even do the rally itself.

Alan Moreton

CHIEF'S CHALLENGE 2018
The Ipswich trio have done it again
Well another Chief's Challenge done and dusted. pictures taken, submitted and
signed off many thanks Bryan. A good time was had by all many thanks to Derek
and his helpers for an enjoyable and sometimes devious challenge, the anagrams
being a nice touch. A special thanks to Steve for a major input in solving the
anagrams and of course his trusty SatNav and a big thank you to Jean for
patiently sitting behind me and the amount of times she slung her leg over the
hated top box getting off and on the bike. We did the challenge in three hits, first
the Suffolk section where I got to ride point when Steve's "trusty" satnav decided
to play silly buggers and we didn't get lost at all (honestly) just a couple of
detours here and there. The Norfolk and mostly Norfolk sections where
successfully completed using the satnav of course riding some roads we had
never seen before and are unlikely to see again, some places like Cromer being a
particular challenge locating the pub. The weather was kind not seeing any rain
at all and as we were completed by early June we missed the really hot
conditions we have recently experienced. Some 550 miles covered on a variety of
roads including a few detours of course with no incidents. An excellent challenge
done in good company, can't get much better than that.
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Sonnie Westley.

Our day trip to Whitby.
Excellent fish & chips,
excellent riding
experience and excellent
company.
Six of us keen SAM members Richard Ockelton, John Morgan, Rob Baker, Vini
Evens, Trevor Read and myself met just before 7am on Saturday 11th August at
Stowmarket in readiness for our trip to Whitby (as had been advertised on the
SAM Forum). Jon Jenkins was due to meet up with us at our first stop in
Lincolnshire as he was coming across from deepest Norfolk.
Luckily there was a break in the rainy weather that had followed that phenomenal
heat wave. A dry and warm day was forecast for the eastern side of the country
which suited us just fine. In retrospect, I don’t think we would have completed
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the trip if there had been a lot of rain. I had decided to wear my mesh jacket with
two base layers under it. It was a bit nippy first thing but by half past eight the
sun was blazing through and I was pleased with my decision.
It was a progressive but otherwise fairly uneventful ride for the first leg up to the
station café at Langrick where we arrived on schedule at 08:30. That was our first
hic-cough though because the café didn’t open until 09:00! So as not to lose
valuable time we headed instead for the garden centre on the outskirts of
Horncastle, but our progress was severely slowed by several miles of newly tared
and chipped road with the familiar 20 mph advisory speed limit.
On reaching the garden centre we each had the rarest of things for a SAM
member – a small breakfast (we needed to leave room for the upcoming fish and
chips). We also met up here with Jon Jenkins who had set out separately from
somewhere in Norfolk to join us, so now we were seven.
Unfortunately somewhere on the second leg between Horncastle and the Humber
Bridge Trevor lost sight of us in traffic and headed off in the wrong direction, but
he did text us to say he was OK and that he had decided he had lost too much
time so was heading homeward – so we were back to six again.
The ride up through the North Riding and North Yorkshire Moors was fantastic
with some breath-taking views. The holiday traffic was heavy in places so we
spent a lot of time overtaking and filtering as well as the pure enjoyment of the
twisties and the hills.
We rode in a staggered formation which helped keep us together through the
built up areas with at least two bikes at a time getting out of junctions and also
often making overtakes together (but obviously never blindly following). Riding
out of normal position in number two or number four slot does limit your view to
a certain extent but most of us have ridden together before and have learned to
read the intentions of the rider in front. We certainly seemed to develop a system
that worked ok for us although we hadn’t agreed any of the finer points
beforehand - perhaps an idea for some future discussion amongst ourselves or
even as a club night topic!
Of course the other great thing about spending a day riding with good riders on a
trip like this is that you get ample chance to check your own skills against those
of others and identify any areas you need to brush up on. Obviously it’s not as
good as the formal training available but useful non-the-less.
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Sorry, I digress - back to the trip. Climbing the A169 through some boootiful
scenery we eventually found ourselves on the top of the moors with rolling hills
and valleys across to the left and a view out to sea and along the Whitby
coastline ahead and to the right. We were almost there. We rode into town (cue
some cowboy music) and found a car park where we managed to squeeze all our
bikes into the small allotted free motor cycle parking bay.
Whitby was packed and buzzing with a carnival-like atmosphere which wasn’t
surprising as we later learned it was their carnival weekend. There were pop-up
theatres along the front with magic shows and similar, plus there was an Irish
folk band giving a free concert on the bandstand. We all lined up and gave a
rendition of River Dance to great applause and shouts of ‘more’ from the crowds.
Did that really happen? I can’t quite remember now! Anyway, we managed to
get a table for six in the Magpie Café on Pier Road and ordered our choices from
the menu. I must admit I wasn’t expecting my haddock, chips and mushy peas to
be that different from what we get on one of our local chip runs, but it was really
really good – cooked to perfection and sooo tasty.
As we meandered back to the car park we happened upon a small motorcycle
show with a number of older classics on display which led to reminiscing’s by
some about such things as kick-starts and drum brakes and who used to break
down the most – yeah great fun – thank goodness bike technology has
progressed.
And so to the ride home – it was my turn to lead back down to the Humber
Bridge. The traffic was a bit lighter in the afternoon but the weather was still
warm and sunny so we had a good ride. Somewhere along that leg we got split
up. Apparently John Morgan’s satnav took him and Rob on a ‘scenic detour’ to
who knows where. Those who know John won’t be at all surprised about that!
Eventually we all met up again at Sutton Bridge at a road side diner for a bite to
eat (fish and chips had gone down by then). I phoned my wife to say I would be
home by about 8 o’clock but having engaged in too much chit-chat we didn’t
leave the diner until twenty past eight when we all went our separate ways.
Somewhere between Munford and Thetford it started to rain and I got a bit wet,
but by then it didn’t matter. Got home safely and went to bed – slept well that
night. I’m now looking forward to the next day trip. Why don’t you join us?

Martin Drury
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BREAKFAST RUN 2018
14th October 2018
Silverball Cafe
London Road
Royston
SG8 8BD
Meet in car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock, IP8 3TT in good time
for 09:30 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator: Nick Braley
Turn left out of Tescos to join the Ipswich bound A1214.
Turn left at the traffic lights at the Holiday Inn joining the A1071 to Boxford
and owards towards the A134
At T Junction with A134 turn right towards Sudbury
At the roundabout continue straight through the centre of Sudbury
Leaving Sudbury, join A131 to Chelmsford. Continue for 3 miles
Take right hand turn off A131 towards Castle Hedingham (Signposted Castle
Hedingham) Continue 5.5 miles
Arriving at T junction with A1017, take left (Signposted Braintree and first right
(0.1 mile) into Rectory Road (Signposted Wethersfield) Continue 0.4 miles
Take a left onto Wethersfield Road (Signposted Wethersfield / Finchingfield)
Continue 5 miles
In Wethersfield, carry onto B1053 towards Finchingfield Continue 2 miles
In Finchingfield, after bridge, take right (Unsignposted) onto B1053 keeping the
green on your left. Continue 3 miles
At T junction, take left onto B1051 direction Thaxted Continue 3 miles
At T junction with B184, take right towards Saffron Walden Continue 3 miles
(This is signposted Saffron Walden 7. No mention of the road number)
Take a left onto Water Lane (Signposted Debden / Newport) Continue 4 miles to
Newport
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At T junction in Newport, take right onto B1383 (Signposted Saffron Walden)
then (0.1 mile) take a left onto B1038 (signposted Clavering / Buntingford)
continue 7 miles
At St Mary's church, follow B1038 to Buntingford (taking a left turn) continue 3
miles
At T junction. take right onto B1368 continue for 4 miles
In Bankway village, (On a right hand bend) take a left into Royston Road
(Signposted Reed / Royston) Carry on 1 miles to A10 junction.
Turn left on A10, Super Sausage cafe is 100 yards on the right.

Ride Co-ordinators and
Ride Leaders
Ride Leaders and Ride Coordinators are the full SAM members that facilitate
SAM social rides. In order to maintain and hopefully increase the club social
rides, the club needs sufficient numbers to allow our much-loved breakfast,
Summer Chip and Winter Saturday Jaunts to continue. If you are interested in
helping the club, and helping yourself by becoming a Ride Co-ordinator and ride
Leader, please contact Sara Hale to find out more information about one or both
of these roles

Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader
David Wood
Dean Harris
Richard Ockelton

Brian Ellis
Vini Evans
Nick Braley

Glyn Hill
Robert Baker

Ride Leaders
Ken Beckinsale

Tim Wash

Martin Drury

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, so
you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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Saturday Jaunt
20th October 2018
Black Horse Cafe
Olivers Plants
Broomfield Farm Nurseries
Coggeshall Road
Earls Colne
CO6 2JX
Meet at Beacon Hill, IP6 8LP in good time for 13:00 Briefing and subsequent
departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator Dean Harris.
Take 3rd exit on RAB, B1078 Needham Mkt
Turn Left under the bridge continue over staggered crossroads to resume B1078,
Barking Bildeston
At T Junction turn Left B1115
1st right Chelsworth
Right Monks Eleigh to Lavenham A1141
At T Junction in Lavenham Left B1071/B1115 to Sudbury
Continue through Sudbury town centre on B1115 and onto A131 towards Bulmer
Tye
Right at Bulmer Tye signposted Castle Hedingham. Left at T Junction A1017
Sible Headingham
Left towards Halstead A1124. In Halstead quick left/right on A131 to A1124
towards Colchester
Continue for 3.5 miles through Earls Colne.
At the mini RAB turn right on to B1024 signposted Coggeshall & Earls Colne
Airfield
Continue for approx 1.25 miles. The Black Horse Cafe is on the LEFT (despite
what Google Maps or your SatNav may say! ;) )
The parking area is on the RIGHT of the entrance. You must not park on the
block paved area on the left!
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle
at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that
the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot and do not accept any
liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in
the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group. Any member
attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain
their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and
must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT
certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of
the route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
Please watch our light hearted video with a serious message explaining all of
the above.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRMd-dQHzWg
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A Gosh Darned Hurry
Some years ago I was driving with my American friend Chet through the Suffolk
back roads. We were going to meet our wives at an Antique Centre and had a
shared interest in stopping them buying anything more than coffee. He worked
for the US Military as a back seater in a fast jet. He had a fast car but was
probably the most controlled driver I have ever seen. Fast accelerating, fast
cornering but only up to the speed limit. He got all his speed kicks when in the
air.
We were approaching a blind right hander when hurtling the other way came a
fully laden straw lorry, not quite managing to keep to its side of the road. The
driver had thought about speed limits and obviously decided this was something
for others to worry about, not him. We had to take minor avoiding action. Chet
was very controlled (no surprise there). He pursed his lips and a moment later
said ‘My Goodness he was in a gosh darned hurry.’
I thought that pretty restrained to be honest. Most Brits of my acquaintance
would have been peppering the air with some of the more vulgar entries in the
OED. Chet didn’t do that sort of language even when we met the Bunch Of
Driving Idiots Club (Haverhill Branch) a few minutes later. His only comment
was ‘Today, everyone seems to be in a gosh darned hurry.’
Chet relocated to the US when his tour ended and he was accepted onto a pilot
training programme. I asked where he was posted and he said it was USAF
Middle Of Nowhere, Kansas as if trainee pilots crashed it would only be on crops
not cities. I lost touch with him after he went home.
I was reminded of him when, only this morning, I was approaching a right
hander and from the other direction hurtled a fully laden straw lorry, not quite
managing to keep on his side of the road. I thought ‘My goodness, he was in a
gosh darned hurry.’ I then met the BODI(HB) Morning Contingent on their daily
race to work. There was a VW Polo doing particularly well. Again, I thought of
Chet’s reaction.
I started to wonder why everyone seems to be in such a gosh darned hurry all the
time. Why do we speed so much as a Nation? There seems to be almost an idea
that this is a legal right. MCN had an recent feature including comments from a
Chief Constable suggesting that the usual criteria for charging someone with
speeding (10% over limit plus 2 mph) should be changed to 1mph. In other
words you are charged with speeding for going over 31mph rather than 35. The
vitriol in the on line response was quite something.
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But why? Why get cross about the law being enforced?
I realise that I am preaching to the converted as no member of the IAM speeds.
Ever.
Yet I am intrigued as to what has got into our national psyche that says it is OK
to go faster than permitted. If you are nabbed by a camera, you think yourself
unlucky not unlawful and yet the law is clear. Speeding is not permitted. You can
argue your way out of it – cases successfully defended include someone
desperate to use the motorway toilets, transporting emergency cases to hospital –
but these are rare. It is what is known as a crime of strict liability. Without
getting too technical, the fact that you are speeding is enough to completely
prove the crime, you are guilty whether you intended to speed or not. Whether
we like it or not, speed limits, such as the 20mph limit around schools, are there
and have to be obeyed. Even if it is 2am in the middle of the holidays, still that is
the limit.
The National Speed Limit seems to be absolutely sacrosanct. The Chief
Constable of Norfolk suggested that his roads should be subject to a maximum
speed of 40mph. Having ridden some of those small roads, I should have thought
40mph was about right but the effort to change that for Norfolk would require
several Acts of Parliament or a massive amount of new signage with cost
implications and so won’t happen. This appears to be the triumph of bureaucracy
over perceived common sense.
Other countries have a slightly different approach to limits. France, for example,
has two speed limits; one for wet and one for dry. Eminently sensible. Slowdown
in the wet. Good thought. Why don’t we do that.
We don’t because in the UK as we have a different legal system. If it was
introduced, there would have to be an Act of Parliament defining it (such as
when raining), court cases by ambulance following solicitors asking for further
clarification (is it raining when the rain starts or when the road gets wet, what
about when the rain stops but the road is still wet, what about water seepage not
caused by rain and so forth) and the Court system would be (sorry) flooded.
France you slow down because it is wet. Being IAM members (and especially
motorcyclists), we all know when it is wet and to slow down. Unlike, I fear, the
BODI(HB).
Maybe people aren’t happy about being caught speeding because they are so
unlikely to be caught. Reducing police numbers mean less patrols and less speed
traps, speed cameras are fixed and drivers know where they are so slow down.
Even if you are caught, you are usually offered a speed awareness course for the
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first offence (my wife has now done three of these) so the sanction isn’t always
that much of a deterrent.Maybe the solution to speed is a technological one.
I just got a new (to me) car. It is very wizzy with lots of toys including a Top
Gear style flappy paddle gearbox (I like this). It also has a reversing camera and
a touch screen infotainment system which contains a built in sat nav.
The car therefore knows where I am. It also knows, because it tells me on the
screen, what the speed limit is on the road I am on.
When you add in the new apps from insurance companies which know how fast
you are going and therefore what arbitrary safety ‘score’ you get and the influx
of devices for new drivers to monitor their speed, there is a nasty conclusion to
draw.
How long will it be before the vehicle restricts your speed to the limit applicable
to the road you are on?
The technology is already there. I recall a Top Gear episode when Clarkson was
testing a fast Japanese car in Japan and was slightly horrified to discover that the
only place he could really push the right boot down was on a sat nav recognised
race track. Elsewhere the road limits and engine management system meant he
literally couldn’t go faster. He would press the accelerator and nothing happened.
This might stop the other issue I see regularly; transit van drivers doing over
80mph on the A14 when their limit is actually 60. HGV drivers tend to have
restrictions on their vehicles but also have a tacho card to show who is driving.
Will we all get some form of card so it can be identified known who was driving
when? It could be done on the driving licence. Will we get licences that will do
that? Stopping those not permitted to drive from driving sounds good and so does
stopping arguments about who was driving but where will it lead? Monthly visit
to the Rozzers to pay your fine for all the speeding you did?
I don’t like the idea of my speed being controlled by the vehicle. I like being able
to overtake with authority without the thought of the power being cut mid
manoeuvre. But what if I speed? I know I shouldn’t. So what to do? Maintaining
the status quo seems unlikely. That same MCN article pointed out that a road
death costs £3M of public money at a time of austerity. So, if the authorities
don’t investigate vehicle electronics I shall be astounded.
Thin end of the wedge? Possibly. Coming to a bike near you soon? Doubt it. But
I wouldn’t be surprised if it does sometime.
After all, it is a solution to being in such a gosh darned hurry.

Alex Workman
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Editorial
What a month, Managed to get a
good ride. Went to Bury to visit
and collect bits I needed for the
next day, then visited family near
Southwold, Again the little darling
had sprung a leak and weeping oil.
Small puddle under the bike.
So I drained the oil, removed the
filter and the oil cooler pipe,
replaced all the washers and
gaskets. Then took it to Diss for an MOT… and…
It passed…. Got home and there is a still a small weep, looks like the oil cooler
pipe has go a hole in it, So today took the bottom fairing off cleaned everything
with white spirit and a tooth brush… Mrs Editor might complain that her brush
has a funny taste, did wash it afterwards… What…. You didn’t think I would use
my brush did you….
Oh back to bike, wiped it down with a cloth, ran the engine, until hot, turned off,
no oil, or weeping, so I have left it overnight so I’ll see if there is anything
tomorrow.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. ☺
But….. what about the rest of you…. 
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Closing date for copy Friday after club night
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride outs
have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so feel
free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will have
another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has all
the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman as
the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts the
A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate to
your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page

Advertise in our magazine
Annual Advertising Rates:
Advertise on the SAM website for an additional £25.
Contact Felix for more details
07712649860
Sam.editor@btinternet.com
£50 for ½ page

£75 for full page

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Monday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Secretary,

Rob Chandler,
Alex Mason,
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Derek Baker
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Brian Ellis
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM
membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these
retailers who give a discount to SAM members.
Contact: Dean Harris
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
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SAM Events for your Diary
September 2018
Saturday 15th First Saturday Jaunt Green Pastures Plant Centre & Farm
Shop NR15 1BQ Meet at Beacon Hill IP6 8LP in good time for 13:00. All
riders must attend Briefing
Tuesday 18th SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by,
Guest Speaker. Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including teas
and coffees.
Thursday 20th Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears & Acceleration
Friday 21st ~ Saturday 22nd
Safe Rider Safe Rider is a joint initiative
between Suffolk and Norfolk Constabularies which aims to reduce motorcycle
casualties. If you can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of this event,
please contact Glyn Hill on 07986-319163
Saturday 22nd Motorcycle Dexterity & Control, Sidegate Primary School,
292 Sidegate Lane, Ipswich IP4 4JD, Numbers are limited to these events to 12
per session so please book early by E-mail to karlsarahale@btinternet.com to
guarantee a space.

October 2018
Wednesday 3rd SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War Memorial
Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF
Friday 5th ~ Saturday 6th
Safe Rider Safe Rider is a joint initiative
between Suffolk and Norfolk Constabularies which aims to reduce motorcycle
casualties. If you can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of this event,
please contact Glyn Hill on 07986-319163
Sunday 7th
Copdock Show Trinity Park, If you can help with motorcycle
parking or on our promotion stand, please speak to a Committee member.
Sunday, 14th Breakfast Run Silverball Café SG8 8BD Meet in car park
behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT in good time for 09:30 All riders
must attend Briefing.
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Tuesday 16th SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by
member, Chris Jackson, giving a talk on trials riding. Bar and restaurant serving
all types of food/drinks including teas and coffees.
Thursday 18th Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking
Saturday 20th First Saturday Jaunt Green Black Horse Café CO6 2JX.
Meet at Beacon Hill IP6 8LP in good time for 13:00. All riders must attend
Briefing

Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any changes
after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can be
unpredictable

Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.

Dean and Jean, Wheels in the Park , more pictures to follow.
Sonnie Westley.
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